
4-square rubric:

What are the 8 things that should be in the 4-square? (Label them below)

1 2 5 6

3 4 7 8

Is each 4-square completely filled out? There should be 4-5 things in each square about the topic

Content Conventions Organization On Time

the square contains 

all appropriate data           

4
the square contains 

almost all data 

Most data is in the 

target language or 

translated when 

needed

Most content is labeled and 

organized(missing 

date/objective)

The square contains 

a majority of the 

appropriate data

Not turned in on time: 50% 

loss of credit

1 The square is labeled little work evident labels are incorrect     

0 blank squares no work evident No dates/no objectives Not turned in within 2 weeks
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2
The square contains 

minimal data

The target 

language was only 

occasionally  used

Little or no content was 

labeled; almost no dates or 

objectives evident

5
All data in the 

target language

All content is labeled and 

organized-date/objective
Turned in on time

3
Less than half was 

in the target 

language

half of  content was labeled 

and organized(occasional 

dates/objectives)

5
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All content is labeled and 

organized-date/objective
Turned in on time
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